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Order Preserving Encryption for Wide Column Stores

Tim Waage1

Abstract: Order-preserving encryption (OPE) allows encrypting without losing information about
the order relation between the encrypted data items. Thus, the execution of compare, order and
grouping operations can be done like on plaintext data. In particular it allows databases to do range
queries over encrypted data, which is a useful feature especially for cloud databases that usually run
in untrusted environments. Several OPE schemes have been proposed in the last years, but almost
none of them are used in real world scenarios. While OPE was at least implemented for some SQL-
based prototype systems before (e.g. [Po11, Tu13], our work identifies the practical requirements for
utilizing OPE in existing NoSQL cloud database technologies. It also provides runtime analyses of
two popular OPE schemes combined with two popular NoSQL wide column store databases.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays distributed data storage becomes more and more important due to the increased

amount of data being produced every day, by private persons (e.g. in social media plat-

forms) as well as by business or research. Especially modern web services have a high

demand for availability, consistency, partition tolerance, performance, scalability and elas-

ticity, that are at best difficult and expensive to achieve with traditional relational databases.

NoSQL databases running in distributed cloud environments were made to meet those re-

quirements. Unfortunately security was not a primary concern of their designers [Ok11].

Instead some sort of front end is assumed to take care of authentication, authorization,

etc. Yet NoSQL databases, especially the sub-category of wide column stores (WCSs), are

a key technology behind many popular platforms, e.g. HBase behind Facebook [Bo11],

Cassandra behind eBay or BigTable behind almost every Google service [Ch08].

Encryption is always a handy tool when it comes to outsourcing data to such untrustwor-

thy environments. Unfortunately it also limits the options for interacting with the data that

was encrypted. Using only traditional encryption methods like AES or RSA is unfeasible,

because such schemes do not preserve the plaintext properties, that database systems are

relying on (see section 3). We focus on one of those properties: the order relation. Pre-

serving it during encryption enables a database to perform tasks such as executing range

queries like on plaintext data. Although order-preserving encryption (OPE) is an active

field of research, the practical feasibility of most schemes is insufficient.

Our work makes the following contributions: (i) it evaluates the practical feasibility of two

fundamentally different OPE schemes, namely [BCO11, KS14], in existing database sys-
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tems, (ii) it identifies the special requirements of NoSQL WCSs regarding OPE encryption

and (iii) it conducts a practical performance comparison of [BCO11, KS14] in combination

with the currently most popular NoSQL WCS platforms [So] Apache Cassandra [LM10]

and Apache HBase [Bo11] to assess their respective strength and weaknesses.

2 Feasibility and Security of OPE in Practice

OPE can be described briefly like follows. If D is the plaintext space, R the ciphertext space

(both with an order defining relation ≤) and k is a secret key, then an OPE scheme is a

function fk : D → R for which: x ≤ y ⇒ fk(x)≤ fk(y) for all x,y ∈ D. [Ag04] were the first

to define this problem of OPE and proposed a theoretical scheme to address it. However,

achieving practical feasibility without sacrificing security is still a challenging task. We

evaluate the feasibility of OPE schemes in database scenarios based on three criteria:

Ciphertext (im-)mutability. An OPE scheme is called mutable, if it requires its cipher-

texts to be changed as more and more input gets encrypted. An example of this category is

[KS14]. Its state is a set of ordered plaintext-ciphertext-pairs, initialized with {(−1,−1),
(maxPlaintextValue,maxCiphertextValue)}. A new value is always inserted in the middle

of the gap between the next lower and next greater already encrypted value. If these values

are directly consecutive, there is no gap here and the state requires a re-balancing. In prac-

tice this results in the overhead of reading, re-encrypting and writing back the data to the

database. However a practical advantage of mutable OPE schemes is their fast and simple

decryption process, as can be observed in section 4. Immutable OPE schemes avoid the

re-encryption overhead in the first place. Immutable means once a plaintext is encrypted,

the corresponding ciphertext is final. An instance of this category is [BCO11]. It is based

on the fact that any order-preserving function from 1...M to 1...N can be represented by a

combination of M out of N ordered items. Thus, ciphertexts can be computed by sampling

values according to the negative hypergeometric distribution. However, using immutable

OPE schemes results in having less security than using a mutable schemes [PLZ13].

Need for additional data structures. OPE schemes producing mutable ciphertexts re-

quire additional data structures for storing their state (plaintext-ciphertext-mappings). That

can be done using indices, trees, dictionaries etc., either on clientside (or at least a trusted

enviroment), e.g. [KS14], or on serverside, e.g. [PLZ13, Ro15]. Note that in particular the

maintenance of tree sturctures is very expensive to achieve for most (unmodified) database

systems. Hence additional software components on serverside are often proposed for per-

formance reasons, which makes practical implementations rather complex.

Need for additional architectural components. Client applications and database plat-

forms normally do not have built-in mechanisms for (order-preserving) encryption. Thus

additional components are required for both rewriting queries to make them work with the

serverside data structures (as they might have to be altered for functioning with the OPE

schemes) as well as for performing decryption and encryption itself. Usually those compo-

nents have to reside in the trusted (clientside) environment (e.g. [Po11, Tu13]). However

some OPE schemes even require components running co-located to the database server

(e.g. [PLZ13]), which can not be considered practical due to the architectural overhead.
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Regardless of these practical concerns the first formal security analysis of OPE [Bo09]

proved that ideal security2 with immutable ciphertexts can only be accomplished, if the

ciphertext space size |R| is exponential in the plaintext space size |D|, which is hard

to achieve in practice. Security can still be improved, e.g. by modular plaintext shifting

[BCO11] (easy to implement, but only a small security enhancement) or using fake queries

to hide the query distribution [Ma15] (causing communication and computation overhead).

In practice ideal security can be achieved easier by OPE schemes producing mutable ci-

phertexts, because they do not have the requirement of a ciphertext space size being expo-

nential in the plaintext space size. They also hide the frequency distribution of plaintext-

ciphertext assignments much better, being able to achieve an almost uniform distribution

(as shown e.g. by [Wo13]). Still, that also means dealing with unavoidable re-encryptions

of (parts of) the ciphertext, that is already stored in the database. Recent schemes try to

keep the number of such updates to a minimum [KS14] or take the burden of reassigning

ciphertexts to components on serverside [PLZ13] to reduce at least communication costs.

An alternative approach to avoid re-encryption in the first place is pre-encrypting the whole

plaintext space D in advance [Wo13, Li14]. The unfeasibility of such an approach can be

illustrated using the following example: let D be defined by a common Integer datatype.

Having a typical length of 32 bit, |D| would be of size 232, which means 4.3 billion items

would have to be pre-computed and stored (even if the majority is never used).

3 Wide Column Stores and OPE

Due to general working principles all WCSs share, OPE schemes have to satisfy certain

requirements, depending on what kind of data they are supposed to encrypt. These princi-

ples can be roughly described as follows. While WCSs use tables, rows and columns like

traditional relational (SQL-based) databases, the fundamental difference is that columns

are created for each row instead of being predefined by the table structure. Every row has

an identifier that is unique for the table (commonly referred to as “row key”). Data is main-

tained in lexicographic order by that key. As WCSs are distributed systems, ranges of such

row keys serve as units of distribution. Hence similar row keys (and thus data items that are

likely to be semantically related to each other) are always kept physically close together, in

best case on neighboring sectors on disk, but at least on the same node of a cluster, so that

reads of ranges require communication to a minimum number of machines. The smallest

units of information are key-value-pairs with the key itself having multiple components.

Thus, more formally WCSs can be considered sparse, distributed, multidimensional maps

of the form (table,rowkey,column, timestamp) → value (see [Ch08]). Using OPE is es-

sential for encrypting row keys to preserve the order of the rows and thus the way of data

distribution. Only immutable OPE schemes should be used for that task, since mutable

OPE schemes would cause row keys to change over time. Because row keys are used for

coordinating distribution, that would result in changing the data’s physical position inside

the database (cluster), which is prohibitively expensive. That is why most WCSs do not

2 meaning “IND-OCPA”: ciphertexts reveal nothing, but their order
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even support changing row keys at all. However, mutable OPE schemes can be used for

the column data itself to gain more security and performance. Since disk access and mem-

ory management in WCSs are performed at column family level, it is advisable to build

the indices in the same way. In particular having one global index for all the system’s

order-preserving encrypted data items should be avoided, because it poses a performance

bottleneck and a security threat (a compromised index would affect the entire database).

4 Experiments

For our experiments we inserted up to 10.000 uniformly distributed and randomly created

numeric values into Cassandra and HBase using two OPE schemes that are practical, based

on the criteria we introduced in section 2. Firstly, we use [BCO11] for which there are no

alternatives, when immutable ciphertexts and having no state is desired. Secondly, we use

[KS14], because its need for additional data structures is minimal (only a clientside index).

Both schemes do not require further architectural components. We use a plaintext space

size |D| of 25 bit and a ciphertext space size |R| of 32 bit, which satisfies the recommen-

dations of the authors of both schemes. While for [BCO11] the order of insertion does not

matter, there are three cases to consider for [KS14]. The best case is when all elements of a

perfectly balanced binary search tree are inserted in pre-order traversal order. The average

case is a uniform input distribution. The worst case is inserting pre-sorted values. We use

local installations to avoid network effects, as we want to measure the computation time of

the schemes in combination with the insertion speed of the databases. All implementations

were done in Java 8. We ran our experiments on an Intel Core i7-4600U CPU @ 2.10GHz,

8GB RAM, a Samsung PM851 256GB SSD using Ubuntu 15.04.
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Fig. 1: Time needed for encryption with increas-

ing data set size in Apache Cassandra
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Fig. 2: Time needed for encryption with increas-

ing data set size in Apache HBase

Figure 1 and 2 present the results, showing the average of five measurements. Both databases

perform equally well for [BCO11], but [KS14] in its best and average case is much less

computationally expensive and thus faster by a factor of roughly 45 using Cassandra and

still 20 using HBase, which means Cassandra is twice as fast in those scenarios. This

can be explained by two reasons. Firstly, [KS14] is so fast that the database systems pure

insertion time requires a significant share in the the overall process of encrypting and in-

serting (which is not the case for the expensive encryption process of [BCO11]). Secondly,
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[KS14] needs no re-encrypting for 10.000 values with the given sizes for plaintext and ci-

phertext space (in fact the first re-encryption occurs after inserting ca. 12.000 values on

average). With Cassandra being optimized for writes it takes advantage of both. It can

be further observed that [KS14] gets prohibitively slow when encrypting ordered values,

starting to perform even worse than [BCO11] after 6000 insertions (which already require

over 300 re-encryptions). Hence not only writing but also reading performance matters.

Interestingly in this case HBase is always 12-15% faster than Cassandra, which seems to

reflect the fact, that while Cassandra is optimized for writes, HBase is optimized for reads.

However Cassandra performs equally or better in all other disciplines.

Because decrypting is very simple, we do not elaborate on it in the same level of detail

as we did for encrypting. It does not even involve the database platforms. In [KS14] it is

just a lookup in the clientside index which takes less than 1 ms. In [BCO11] it requires

rather expensive computations, taking 68 ms on average due to Javas BigInteger class.

This performance can be improved by using standard Integer types or caching already

decrypted values, which results in the same speed (< 1 ms) as for using [KS14].

5 Related Work

So far there is not much work using OPE with real world technologies. The most popular

example surely is “CryptDB” [Po11] utilizing the immutable scheme of [Bo09], tweaked

by operating with a binary search tree and caching in the background. Another system

for executing queries over encrypted data is “Monomi”, also using [Bo09] for OPE. Both

approaches are designed for working with SQL-based systems.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We discussed how OPE can be used in NoSQL WCSs and quantified the performance

of two OPE schemes on the two currently most popular platforms. As we already did the

same for a couple of schemes for searchable encryption [WJW15], our next goal is to build

a seamless integrating proxy client similar to “CryptDB” for executing more sophisticated

queries on encrypted WCS databases.
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